The Area Plan for The East:
Site Assessment Report Template

Cabinet Office
November 2016

Site Reference Number:

Site Name:

OH003

Tennis Courts, Belgravia Road, Onchan

Note: This template sets out the assessment of a site submitted in response to The Area Plan for the East.
It should be read in conjunction with the Call for Sites Response Form submitted by the site promoter
(hereafter 'CfS Response Form'). Although some notes are included within this template, it should be
read alongside the Site Assessment Framework document which explains the process in more detail.

Summary
S1

Status of assessment:
Draft
Final
Date of this Version of
Assessment:

24/01/2017

Name/Job
Title/Organisation of
Assessor:

Nicola Rigby, Director, GVA

Note: See CfS Response Form Q1-5 for details of Landowner/agent/developer and Q6-Q7 for Site Address.
S2

Outcome for Step 1: Preliminary Screening
Pass
Fail - site should not be further assessed
Fail - but the site could be considered seperately for inclusion within a Group of Houses in the
Countryside
Pending

S3

Outcome for Step 2: Application of Critical Constraints
Pass
Fail
Pending

S4

Outcome for Step 3: Detailed Consideration (Key Points)

The site is brownfield and is not situated within a conservation area. There is are no registered
tree area on the site and the surrounding land uses are compatible with the proposed residential
use of the land. There are also good transport links and community facilities within a walkable
distance of the site and the required infrastructure could be easily provided in this area. Overall
the site is judged to be a good development site.
S5

Outcome for Step 4: Is the site Developable?
Developable (within plan period)
Potential Reserve Site (beyond plan period)
Not developable in the long term
Pending

S6

Status of this assessment
Draft
Final

Section A - Site Details and Planning History
A1

Has i. A Location Plan and ii. A Site Plan been provided which clearly identify the site with an unbroken red
line?
Yes
No

A1.1

Please attach a copy of the site boundary used to carry out this assessment

See Below
A2

Site Size (ha):

0.39
Note: See CfS Response Form Q12 for site promoter's stance on site size
A3

Location of site:

Tennis Courts, Belgravia Road, Onchan, Isle of Man.

A4

Current designation and use:

Current designation: Public open space
Current use: Recreation (Tennis Courts)

Note: See CfS Response Form Q8 - Q11 for site promoter's stance on current land use and designation
A5

Proposed use:

Residential housing (elderly)

Note: See CfS Response Form Q15 and Sections E, F, G and/or H for site promoter's detail on proposal

A6

Planning History

03/01066/B Creation of a skate board facility and kickabout area on existing tennis court,
including skate board ramps, shelter and additional lighting Tennis Courts, Onchan Park,
Belgravia Road Onchan. Refused on Review Oct 2003.

Note: See CfS Response Form Q13 for site promoter's stance on planning history
A7

Are there any relevant planning applications to take into account?
Yes
No

A8

Relevant planning applications

N/A

A9

Was the site considered as part of the Employment Land (Development Order) Project?
Yes
No

Note: See CfS Response Form Q14 for site promoter's stance on if the site was considered as part of the
Employment Land (Development Order) Project
A10

If the site was considered as part of the Employment Land (Development Order) Project, what was the
outcome?

N/A

Section B: Step 1 - Preliminary Screening
B1

PSQ.1 Is the proposed site located within a town or village as identified in the Isle
of Man Strategic Plan 2016 (Spatial Policies 1 to 4)?
Yes
No

B2

PSQ.2 Does the proposed site abut the outer edge of a town or village as
identified in the Isle of Man Strategic Plan 2016 (Spatial Policies 1-4)?
Yes
No

B3

Will this site progress to Step 2 (application of Critical Constraints)?
Yes
No - site should not be further assessed
No - but the site could be considered seperately for inclusion within a Group of Houses in the
Countryside

Note: If the answer to both PSQ.1 and PSQ.2 is ‘no’, the site fails this first Step. The site proposer (i.e. the person
who submitted the Response Form) will be notified of the decision around this time. The exception to this will be
if, in considering PSQ.2, the site is connected to another site which passes either PSQ.1 or PSQ.2 then the site can
progress to Step 2.
The following points should be noted.
• Answers to the above will be determined using the existing Settlement Boundary Maps (which are in draft). The
"outer edge" referred to in PSQ.2 shall be taken to mean the line which represents the settlement boundary.
• Potential residential development sites within “Groups of Houses in the Countryside” (Isle of Man Strategic Plan
2016, Paragraph 8.6.3) will be assessed separately.

B4

Please provide comments in relation to response to question B3

The Site meets the criteria of step 1 and will therefore progress to step 2.

Section C: Site Visit
C1

Has a site visit been undertaken?
Yes
No

C2

State who undertook site visit and date

6/12/2016 - Hollie Bryant & Amber Trueman

Note: Observations may relate to matters such as: the accuracy of the submission information; issues relevant for
assessing Critical Constraints or Detailed Criteria; Deliverability; and/or points of detail which may be relevant for a
site brief (in the event that the site is taken forward).
C3

State key observations from site visit

The site is currently in use as Tennis courts (3no. courts in the north of the site and 2no. courts
in the south of the site).
There are houses backing onto the eastern boundary of the site and there are houses abuting
the site to the side along the southern boundary.
There are further leisure uses adjacent to the north (boating lake) and west of the site (a large
park).
The site abuts Royal Dr to the north and Belgravia road to the west.

C3.1

Please attach site visit photo 1

Available on request
C3.2

Please attach site visit photo 2

Available on request
C3.3

Please attach site visit photo 3

Available on request
C3.4

Please attach site visit photo 4

Available on request

Section D: Step 2 - Critical Constraints
Note: Sites will be considered against the Critical Constraint questions below. If the answers to any of the
questions are ‘yes’, then site fails this Step. The site proposer (i.e. the person who submitted the Response Form)
will be informed of the decision. This may lead to dialogue between the Department and the site representative on
matters such as mitigation.
D1

Do any of the following Critical Constraints apply?
Yes

No

CCQ.1 Are existing uses on
surrounding land highly incompatible
and cannot be made compatible
through mitigation measures?

X

CCQ.2 Would the development not fit
the scale, landform and pattern of the
landscape, resulting in the total loss of
or major alteration to one or more key
features?

X

CCQ.3 Is the site or adjacent area a
nationally or internationally
designated site (RAMSAR, Area of
Special Scientific Interest), Marine
Nature Reserve, National Nature
Reserve, Emerald Site, Bird Sanctuary
or Area of Special Protection?

X

CCQ.4 Is development of the site is
likely to have a major effect on a
Registered Building (including its
setting), or a Conservation Area?

X

CCQ.5 Is the site an Ancient
Monument?

X

CCQ.6 -Is the site outside the existing
settlement boundaries and inside
either the Fluvial or Tidal Flood
Zones?

X

CCQ.7 Is the site
hazardous/contaminated (or has the
potential to be
hazardous/contaminated) and cannot
be satisfactorily addressed as part of
the development (i.e.
mitigation/remediation)?

X

Note: The Island contains “Ramsar Sites” which are areas of wetland of international importance and are
designated under the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. The Island also applies:
· the Berne Convention on European Wildlife and Natural Habitats;
· the Bonn Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals; (including the Agreement on the
Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory Waterbirds
· the Eurobats Agreement on the Conservation of Populations of European Bats;
· the Agreement on the Conservation of Albatrosses and Petrels;
· the Agreement on the Conservation of Small Cetaceans of the Baltic, North East Atlantic, Irish and North Seas);
and
· the Ospar Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic.
Nationally important wildlife species and habitats are protected under the Wildlife Act 1990 and also under the
Manx Museum and National Trust Act 1959. These include:
·
·
·
·

Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSI);
National Nature Reserves (NNR);
Areas of Special Protection for Birds (ASPB) and Bird Sanctuaries; and
Manx National Heritage or National Trust Land.

In relation to heritage, the Island currently has 250 Registered Buildings and 19 Conservation Areas. There are also
a number of other buildings and areas that are unscheduled or unidentified but may be afforded protection under
section 17 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1999 (Building Preservation Notices). There are approximately
140 Scheduled Ancient Monuments under Section 7 or Section 13 of the Manx Museum and National Trust (MMNT)
Act 1959 or included under a Preservation Order through Section 11 of that Act.
The Isle of Man is a signatory to the Valetta Convention (The European Convention for the Protection of
Archaeological Heritage 1992) and therefore has a range of international obligations in relation to the identification,
recording, protection, conservation and management of archaeological heritage.
D2

Will this site progress to Step 3 (Detailed Criteria)?
Yes
No

D3

Please provide comments in relation to response to questions D1 and D2

This site is free from critical constraints and will therefore progress to Stage 3.

Section E: Step 3 - Detailed Criteria
DC1.1 DC1: Compatibility with adjacent land uses
Green
Orange
Critical Constraint

Note: When assessing a proposed employment use against this criterion, it could score lower if it is close to existing
housing. When assessing a proposed housing site against this criterion, it could score lower if it is close to an
existing employment site.
DC1.2 Comments in relation to DC1

The site is currently located in a predominantly residential area therefore the proposed
residential use is considered to be compatible.

DC2.1 DC2: Prioritising previously developed land
Green
Red

DC2.2 Comments in relation to DC2

The site is entirely brownfield (in use as Tennis Courts).

DC3.1 DC3: Ensuring Sites are accessible via the existing road network
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red

Notes:
- 'Settlement' means a town or village referred to in Spatial Policies 1 - 4 of the Isle of Man Strategic Plan 2016
- For the purposes of applying the above, the use of an access which currently only used for agricultural use (e.g.
access into a field) to serve built development (e.g. a new housing) will be considered a new access
- See tables 4.2 – 4.4 of the Manual for Manx Roads for more details on the link and place hierarchies
DC3.2 Comments in relation to DC3

The site will not require a new access onto a primary of district link road and it is judged that
the development would not cause significant increase in traffic on local roads.

DC4.1 DC4: Encouraging the use of public transport
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red

Note: When assessing a site which is large enough to accomodate a spine road which could be designed and
function as a bus route, the distances should be measured from the edge of the site nearest the bus route. For
smaller sites the distance should be measured from the middle of the site.
DC4.2 Comments in relation to DC4

The site is directly adjacent to the number 1, 1H, 2A, 11, 12, 12A and 13 bus routes. Combined
these routes offer a peak time service which operates every 30 minutes Monday to Friday with
a reduced timetable on a Sunday.

DC5.1 DC5: Maximising access to community services and facilities
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Not a Housing Site

Note: The following points should be noted in relation to DC5.
· This Criterion only applies to housing sites.
· Community services and facilities are, for this exercise taken to include: a school, a shop, a Post Office, GP
surgery/health centre, a public park/outdoor sports facilities, indoor sports facilities, a community centre/hall,
library or place of worship.
DC5.2 Comments in relation to DC5

The site is well served by facilities. Within 1km of the site there are 4 public parks/outdoor
sports facilities (DHSOB FC ground, 2 areas of open space and Onchan Pleasure Park), 8
Shops (Spar, T&M Kermeen family butchers, Total garage shop, Timberland, Villages walk,
Joans wools and crafts, Lloyds Pharmacy and Cooperative), 3 Churches (St. Anthony's Roman
Catholic Church, St Peter's Church, Onchan Methodist Church), 1 Post Office (Onchan Post
Office) and 1 library (Onchan Library).

DC6.1 DC6: Ensuring there is sufficient provision of open space
Green
Orange
Red

Note: For the purposes of this exercise, Open Space shall be taken to be:
·land laid out as a public garden or amenity space or used for the purposes of public recreation. Can include playing
space for sporting use (pitches, greens, courts, athletics tracks and miscellaneous sites such as training areas in the
ownership or control of public bodies including the Department of Education where facilities are open to the
public);
·areas which are within the private, industrial or commercial sectors that serve the leisure time needs for outdoor
sport and recreation of their members or the public; and
·land used as childrens' playspace which may contain a range of facilities or an environment that has been
designed to provide opportunities for outdoor play, as well as informal playing space within built up areas.
DC6.2 Comments in relation to DC6

The site is designated as open space and is currently in use as outdoor tennis courts.
Development of the site would therefore result in a loss of open space but the area is
well-served by other areas of open space such as Onchan Pleasure Park.

For the purposes of this exercise, Open Space shall not be taken to be: Verges, woodlands, the seashore, Nature
Conservation Areas, allotments, golf courses, water used for recreation, commercial entertainment complexes,
sports halls and car parks

DC7.1 DC7: Maintaining Landscape Character
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Critical Constraint

Note: The Landscape Character Assessment (2008) provides an Island-wide landscape and coastal quality
assessment and has identified landscape character ‘types’ and ‘areas’ and determined their sensitivity to
development. This classification has been used to inform Criterion DC.7 as it is a more recent Study and will
eventually supersede the designation of AHLCVs.
DC7.2 Comments in relation to DC7

The site is not particularly prominent within the landscape and the proposed residential use
matches the predominant character of the area. Therefore, development of the site is judged to
fit the scale, landform and pattern of the landscape.

DC8.1 DC8: Protecting Visual Amenity
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red

DC8.2 Comments in relation to DC8

It is judged that, providing adequate separation from the surrounding residential uses is
maintained, there would be no adverse impact on visual amenity as a result of development at
the site for residential use.

DC9.1 DC9: Protecting valued wildlife habitats and species
Green
Orange
Red
Critical Constraint

Note: Statutory designations are considered in Step 2. The final constraints map may identify sites which do not
have a statutory designation or are recognised by law, but are which are considered to have high wildlife value.
Site may also be identified which have the potential for ‘interest’ but have not yet been surveyed in detail. In
developing the plan, a precautionary approach will be adopted when assessing sites and considering their nature
conservation interest, including using available information and considering existing designations.
DC9.2 Comments in relation to DC9

The site is not within or adjoining any designated sites. The site is brownfield and therefore it is
assumed that there will be limited potential for wildlife habitats and species.

DC10.1 DC10: Maintaining the historic built environment
Green
Orange
Red
Critical Constraint

DC10.2 Comments in relation to DC10

There are no registered buildings on this site or the adjacent land. Further it is not within or
adjacent to a conservation are. Therefore development of this site will have no adverse effect
on the historic built environment.

DC11.1 DC11: Protecting archaeology and Ancient Monuments
Green
Red
Critical Constraint

DC11.2 Comments in relation to DC11

There are no Ancient Monuments on this site or on the adjacent land. This site has been
previously developed so it is unlikely that there is the potential for archaeological interest.

DC12.1 DC12: Protecting Trees
Green
Yellow
Red

The assessment of this impact is based on the categorisation system of BS5837:2012 (Trees in relation to design,
demolition and construction – recommendations). Category A are high quality trees (e.g. large mature/veteran tree
without defect) and category B are moderate quality trees (e.g. large tree or potential to become large with
minimal intervention).
DC12.2 Comments in relation to DC12

The site is a registered tree area however, the trees are primarily around the boundary of the
site. Therefore, it is assumed that the trees could be adequately accommodated within the
proposed development.

DC13.1 DC13: Protecting high quality agricultural land
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red

Note: The Agricultural Land Use Capability map shows how the quality of soils varies across the Island, using a
classification system of 1 to 5. The best and most versatile agricultural land falls within classes 1 and 2 and there is
a general presumption against its release for development, as reflected in Environment Policy 14 of the Strategic
Plan (loss only permitted where there is an overriding need). The above takes into account the publication,
‘Agricultural soils of the Isle of Man, Centre for Manx Studies’ (2001).
DC13.2 Comments in relation to DC13

This site is wholly non-agricultural land. Therefore development of this site would not result in
any loss of high quality agricultural land.

DC14.1 DC14: Minimising the risk of flooding
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Critical Constraint

Note: Flooding maps are available in relation to tidal, fluvial and surface water flooding and will be shown on the
Constraints Map. The tidal and fluvial maps are well established and were used to inform the preparation of the
SAF. The surface water flood maps indicate a large area at risk therefore they will used to highlight the need for
separate more detailed assessment at a later stage. For the purposes of applying the SAF, the Tidal Flood Zone is
the area at 1 in 200 risk and Fluvial Flood Zone is defined as 1 in 100 risk (both plus Climate Change).
DC14.2 Comments in relation to DC14

The site is a brownfield site within the existing settlement boundary and is outside of both the
fluvial and the tidal flood zones.

DC15.1 DC15: Hazardous land uses and contamination
Green
Yellow
Critical Constraint

DC15.2 Comments in relation to DC15

Considering the current use of the site it is judged to be unlikely that there is any contamination
on site or any hazards present which may impede development.

Section F: Is the Site Developable?
Developable sites are those which are potentially acceptable in planning terms and where there is a reasonable
prospect that, at the point envisaged, they will be available (i.e. landowner willingness and no competing land
uses) and could be viably developed (having regard to issues such as the cost and practicality of access, services
and other infrastructure). Deliverable sites are Developable sites that could be brought forward in the short-term
(sites with planning approval will normally be considered to be Deliverable).
It is acknowledged that there are a number of issues which relate to whether a site is developable. Steps 1-3 will
inform whether a site is potentially acceptable in planning terms. Steps 1 and 2 will screen out sites with a
fundamental objection, whilst step 3 considers relative merits of sites which are potentially acceptable in planning
terms. Step 4 is intended to add the remaining two aspects of whether a site is developable – whether they are
available and could be viably developed within the plan period (i.e. by 2026).
F1

Availability (Land Use): Are there any existing uses on the site which are unlikely to cease within the
plan period (i.e by 2026)?
Yes
No

F2

Comments on availability

The site is currently an outdoor tennis court. It is assumed that this use could cease within the
plan period.

Note: See CfS Response Form Q23 for site promoter's stance on availability
F3

Availability (Ownership): Are there any concerns in relation to shared or adjacent land ownership?
Yes
No

F4

If there are ownership issues, please give details and consideration of whether they could be resolved

Onchan District Commissioners 100% ownership.

Note: See CfS Response Form Q16 - 22 for site promoter's stance on ownership issues

F5

Viability (Site Works): Does the site require any of the following works to enable development? Are
these achievable?
Required
Remediation of
contaminated/hazardous land

✔

Ground stabilisation, piling or large
scale cut and fill works

✔

Site clearance (including removal of
existing buildings)

✔

Large scale site access/junction works

✔

Creation or improvement of site
access

F6

Not Required

✔

Achievable

✔

Internal Road Construction

✔

Boundary Works

✔

Drainage works

✔

Other

✔

Please provide comments in relation to site works

The site will require improved access which is considered to be achievable.

Not
Achievable

F7

Viability (Infrastructure and Services): Does the proposed site require new or amended
infrastructure/services? Are these achievable?
Required

F8

Not Required

Achievable

Telecommunications

✔

✔

Gas

✔

✔

Electricity

✔

✔

Water

✔

✔

Highways

✔

✔

Drainage

✔

✔

Not
Achievable

Please provide comments in relation to infrastructure and services

All services will be required at the site however, this is thought to be achievable given the site's
location within a predominantly residential area which is fully serviced.

Note: See CfS Response Form Q26 - 30 for site promoter's stance on infrastructure issues

F9

Is further advice required from any Government Department/Statutory Board or private service providers?
Required
DOI Highways

F10

Not required

Response
sought

Response
Received

✔

DOI Other

✔

DED Inward Investment

✔

DEFA Planning & Building Control

✔

DEFA Biodiversity

✔

DEFA Other

✔

MNH

✔

Manx Gas

✔

Manx Utilities

✔

Communications Providers

✔

Please summarise key questions or advice received

DOI Highways - Consultation required relating to access to the site and whether there could be
any potential issues.
Utilities and Comms - Need to establish ability to access and sufficient capacity to support
development.

F10.1

Please attach copy of advice received

F10.2

Please attach copy of advice received

F10.3

Please attach copy of advice received

F10.4

Please attach copy of advice received

F11

Is the site developable within the plan period (i.e. by 2026)?
Yes
No

F12

Comments on whether the site is developable

The site is relatively small and could be easily developed within the plan period providing the
current use ceases.

Note: The answer to question F11 should be informed by the preceeding questions on ownership, availability, site
works and infrastructure. See CfS Response Form Q24 - 25 for site promoter's stance on these issues.
F13

If the site is not developable within the plan period (i.e. by 2026) should it be considered as a reserve site?
Yes
No

F14

Comments on site as potential reserve site

Note: Sites will not be allocated if they are considered to be undevelopable. Where there are doubts about a site
being (or becoming) deliverable during the plan period (i.e. by 2026) it may be considered for allocation as
‘Strategic Reserves’.

Section G: Site Brief
G1

In the event that the site progresses through to allocation, are there any issues relating to the design or
delivery of the site which should be highlighted (for example for inclusion within a site brief)?

No site specific issues identified at this stage.

Section H: Other observations/points
H1

Are there any other observations/points to be recorded?
Yes
No

H2

Summarise further observations/points

N/A

H2.1

Please attach copy of any additional material

H2.2

Please attach copy of any additional material

H2.3

Please attach copy of any additional material

H2.4

Please attach copy of any additional material

Section I: Provision of Draft Assessment to Site Promoter
I1

Has the Site Promoter commented on the draft assessment?
Yes
No

I2

Summarise comments from site promoter (if no comments or no response state accordingly)

N/A

I2.1

Please attach copy of response from site promoter

N/A

I3

Have changes been made to the assessment as a result of comments from the site promoter
Yes
No

I4

Summarise changes (if no changes state accordingly)

N/A

End of Assessment

